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QUESTION 1

You are building a project mgmt app. According to the design given to you, a project must store info regarding the
various functional modules under it. Each functional module must store info regarding responsibility assigned to each
developer. Info about the responsibility must have info about the due date and status. 

What could be the most optimal model to achieve this? 

A. Create a Project object then Modules as a child object. Add Tasks to Modules. 

B. Create a Project then add Tasks to it. Define Modules as a field on Task. 

C. Create Project, Module, Responsibility as parent, child and grandchild objects. 

D. Create Project and Module objects then Responsibility as a junction object. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An app builder has been asked to provide users a way to identify a Contact\\'s "Preferred Contact Method" directly on
the Contact record. Users need to be able to identify whether a phone number or an e-mail is the Contact\\'s preferred
communication method. 

What field type will allow the app builder to accomplish this with the fewest fields possible? 

A. Picklist 

B. E-mail 

C. Checkboxes 

D. Formula 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal containers has a custom object that has a N:M relationship with opportunityLineItem carrying price and
amount information. In order to compute total amounts and total prices per Opportunity using Rollup summary fields,
what field type will you use. 

A. Crossobject 

B. Master-Detail 

C. Lookup 

D. Junction 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

When do you refresh a Sandbox? 

A. After a major update 

B. Before UAT 

C. When a Production user is added 

D. Option 4 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers\\' CEO has asked that all deals with more than a 40% discount get automatically sent to the VP of
Finance. He will review these details without the sales rep needing to take action. 

Which two ways can this be accomplished without building code? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new approval process that has automatic submission enabled in the entry criteria. 

B. Launch a flow that uses the submit for approval action to submit deals for approval. 

C. Launch a new approval process that has automatic submission enabled as an initial submission action. 

D. Create a new process with a submit for approval action to automatically submit deals for approval. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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